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We Jews are an exceptionally blessed people. We are rich in resources, tradition and history. We 

have an amazing tradition of holidays, celebrations and rituals. We have four opportunities to 

celebrate a New Year. 

The first opportunity is the first of Nisan, which the Torah says shall be considered the First of 

the Months and the beginning of counting the Hebrew Calendar. Passover, in the month of 

Nisan, is considered the First Festival or the New Year. This is the month of the Exodus from 

Egypt, the beginning of our liberation from slavery, our emergence as a people. 

Then there is Tu B’Shevat, the 15th of the month of Shevat, the Rosh Hashanah for the trees. In 

the Middle East at Tu B’Shevat things are beginning to ripen, buds appear on the trees, the 

almond tree flowers. Here, in the cold northlands, the sap starts running and there is, deep down, 

the beginning of spring, a reawakening of the earth, the reassurance of rebirth, renewal, the 

resurgence of life and new growth. Tu B’Shevat is the “boundary,” the demarcation line between 

the years for the trees and fruits that are ripe then, like the almonds. 

Another reason for the special observance of the 15th of Shevat is that the time of Rosh Hashanah 

for the trees is also a time of prayer and judgment concerning the trees, a time to pray that new 

growth, whether flora, fauna or human, might prosper to enrich the earth and safeguard the 

planet. 

Next is the first of Elul. Elul is considered the first of the months regarding the practice of 

Ma’aserot¾ tithing or the prescribed donation of one-tenth of the total of specific things, like 

cattle. Cattle born before the first of Elul were considered as part of the last year’s tithing or 

donations and sacrifices in the Temple. You don’t often hear about this “New Year” as it has no 

real application to our lives, although Elul has its own treasures… fresh corn, tomatoes, Ontario 

peaches and the yearly wonder of wild blueberries, those tiny perfect spheres that arrive in 

August. 

Finally, is the First of Tishrei, the Rosh Hashanah of the Fall, the one we are most familiar with. 

It is on this day that Divine Justice is meted out to all individuals and to all nations. It is the date 

on which the cases of all of G-d’s creatures come up before the Heavenly Court for a ten-day 

“trial” beginning on Rosh Hashanah, which is the first day of the Ten Days of Repentance, and 

climaxing on the Tenth of Tishrei with the Day of Atonement, Yom Kippur, when the fate of 

each one is sealed. 

Judaism is a culture awash in tradition, rich in ritual and generous in opportunity to celebrate a 

new beginning, a new start. This is my favourite new year. Even The Globe and Mail in an 

article a few weeks ago noted that September really feels like the beginning of the year, the kids 

go back to school, things that were lazy over the summer start up, the pace of life changes. 

This is my personal favourite New Year. I love the ambience of this holiday… the availability of 

fresh local vegetables and fruit to grace our table, the glowing colours of the mums and coleus in 



the garden, my ever-expanding family around the table in conversation, the non-gendered 

Hebrew blessings we recite, the round challah signifying another cycle beginning. 

Rosh Hashanah is for me a time of reflection, a time to consider the past year, a time of 

winnowing out, getting rid of things that don’t fit, trying to clean stuff out of the house that we 

don’t need. I always try to convince Charlie to get rid of some of the books and CDs; he wants 

me to get rid of some of the precious chachkes; it’s a delicate balance. 

I spend time during Rosh Hashana culling the things I wish I had done better, thinking over what 

I did well, hoping that I have the foresight and good judgement not to make the same mistakes. 

I love this time of reflection, this legitimate “time out” to think about how we live on the earth, 

how I want to be in this world. Marge Piercy writes: “The New Year rises, beckoning/across the 

umbrellas on the sand./I begin to reconsider my life./What is the yield of my impatience?/What 

is the fruit of my resolve?” 

I think this year we have a lot to think about. The world we live in, cherish, honour, is a mess. 

We are living in a time of terrible wars, devastating disease, civil war, and a rapidly growing 

disparity between people here in Canada. 

The lead story in the Toronto Star on Saturday, September 16 was entitled, “Ask Why!” Why are 

1.5 million people in Canada living in poverty? Over a million workers in the City of Toronto are 

earning less than a living wage, working two or three jobs and not able to sustain their families. 

According to the Star, over 40% of Canada’s poor work. 650,000 Canadians who work are not 

making enough to have a decent standard of living. A third of the 1.5 million living in working 

poor families are children. Why, in this rich nation, this well-resourced province, this great city, 

are there so many who are not profiting from the benefits that this society offers? 

The question is what are we going to do in the coming year to make this a better world? A better 

place to live for the over a million Torontonians living below poverty levels, for those in the 

Middle East suffering through generation after generation of conflict, for those in Africa where 

disease is destroying future generations, for all of us who live with the constant threat of 

environmental disaster? 

And the next question is how do we act? How do we choose our direction? How do we decide 

where to put our energies? I think our membership in the community of Jews provides us with 

some of those answers. As the sage Hillel said, “If I am not for myself, who will be for me? If I 

am only for myself, what am I? And if not now, when?” The poet Adrienne Rich adds, “if not 

with others, how?” 

My family and friends tell me that I am always building community. I do that wherever I am, at 

work, in my social life and in my Jewish life. I gather like-minded folks around and try to create 

meaning and a sense of shared responsibility. I always make sure there is food at meetings I 

organize so people feel respected. It’s also harder to argue when you are eating. 



I have always done this. I lived in a Jewish collective in university, for 13 years on a kibbutz, we 

shop at a food co-op and we bank at a Credit Union. I recognize that I am very privileged to be 

able to do that at work, in my volunteer life, in my social life. But I think that working together 

with others is the only way forward, the only way that we can make real change. “Two people 

can keep each other/sane, can give support, conviction,/love, massage, hope, sex./Three people 

are a delegation…/With four you can play bridge and start an organization…/A dozen make a 

demonstration./A hundred fill a hall…/It starts when you say We/and know who you mean, and 

each/day you mean one more”. 

For me, those words by Marge Piercy describe how I understand being Jewish, the 

commandment of Tikkun Olam, acting to repair the world, with others. Judaism for me is about 

community, about a code of practice that is shared by others with a similar understanding of 

ethical behaviour. It’s the framework, the underpinnings that hold everything else up, the 

foundation. I often spend a lot of time during Rosh Hashana reading the poetry of Marge Piercy 

because she writes extensively on Jewish tradition from a perspective similar to my own. 

How do we act? How do we choose our direction? It is hard to choose our direction, we easily 

become overwhelmed with individual choices, the lesson we learn from Adrienne Rich and from 

Hillel (and from Judaism in general and in practice) is that we constantly make these choices, the 

choices are a process and the important thing is not the results but the doing with others, because 

by acting with others you are already breaking down some of the alienation and isolation that 

plague our society. 

When I was growing up I went to a labour Zionist summer camp connected to Habonim, a labour 

Zionist youth movement. I learned union songs and freedom songs, along with the Hebrew folk 

songs we were taught each day. I still know most of the words to the union songs and the 

Hebrew folk songs. In a crowd so no one can hear me sing off key I can belt out the words to 

“Union Maid,” “You Gotta Keep on Moving Forward,” and “Erev Shel Shoshanim.” I can also, 

if asked, sing all the songs to the Mary Martin Peter Pan in Hebrew. I played Tiger Lily when we 

did it for Parent’s Day at camp in 1962. I wore a white pillowcase with crepe paper fringe. There 

are no remaining pictures. 

People from Habonim marched in the August 23, 1963 Civil Rights march on Washington. The 

day Martin Luther King gave the “I have a dream” speech. My parents said I was too young and 

wouldn’t let me go. My camp counsellors went directly from camp to the march. 

In Habonim we were active in the anti-war movement, the student movement, the women’s 

movement.  We would meet at the ken, the place where we held our weekly gatherings, then go 

to downtown Washington to march or participate in rallies. I’m sure I became a feminist at 

Habonim camp Moshava. I know I became an activist. 

My Jewish practice is totally entwined with my activism. My activism comes from my 

understanding of what it means for me to be a committed Jew in the world. I act from a deeply 

ingrained framework of social justice that I started to learn at summer camp, refined and honed 

over the years, but still deeply connected to Jewish values. 



It’s interesting, and wonderful that we are commanded to make our peace with other people 

before Yom Kippur. We have to make sure that our transgressions against other people are 

forgiven before we arrive at Kol Nidre. The way that we treat others is a fundamental part of 

who we are as Jews.  We are directed to be clear about who we are in the world and how we act 

and interact on the earth before we turn to the eternal. 

There are many communities of need in our city, and I think that together perhaps, as the 

community of Shir Libeynu, we can think about how to make a difference. How as Jews we can 

do something collectively, in community, to improve the conditions for many in a city that offers 

a promise of a better life to the millions who seek it. I am not suggesting that tomorrow we go 

out and change the world, anyway we’re supposed to be in shul. I am suggesting that we pick a 

small piece and start there to make a difference, and then another piece, and slowly all the pieces 

connect. Defining a small piece, making change, moving on to the next. 

What will we do this year with all our opportunities? Maybe we will choose to support groups 

who are working for peace in the Middle East, who foster dialogue and connection between 

Israelis and Palestinians, groups that break down borders and barriers. That’s something I care 

deeply about. 

I hope that as we begin this New Year we will decide to act collectively to make the world a 

better place, a safer place, a more hopeful place, for ourselves, for our children and parents, for 

each other. 

To quote Marge Piercy again… 

“Coming to the New Year, I am picked 

up like the ancient ram’s horn to sound 

over the congregation of people and beetles, 

of pines, whales, marshhawks and asters. 

  

Then I am dropped into the factory of words 

To turn my little wheels and grind my own 

edges, back on piece work again, knowing 

there is no justice we don’t make daily 

  

like bread and love. 



  

I hope that in the coming year we use our abundant opportunities wisely and that the community 

of Shir Libeynu is somehow kneaded into the mix of our daily bread. 

Shanah Tova, Happy New Year. 

 


